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For every positive integerk we consider the classSCCkof all finite graphs whose strongly connected
components have size at mostk. We show that for everyk, the Modalµ-Calculus fixpoint hierarchy
onSCCkcollapses to the level∆2 = Π2∩Σ2, but not toComp(Σ1,Π1) (compositions of formulas of
levelΣ1 andΠ1). This contrasts with the class of all graphs, where∆2 =Comp(Σ1,Π1).

1 Introduction

The subject of this paper isModal µ-Calculus, an extension of Modal Logic with operators for least and
greatest fixpoints of monotone functions on sets. This logic, introduced by Kozen in [17], is a powerful
formalism capable of expressing inductive as well as coinductive concepts and beyond (e.g. safety,
liveness, fairness, termination, etc.) and is widely used in the area of verification of computer systems,
be them hardware or software, see [5].

Like Modal Logic, theµ-Calculus can be given a Kripke semantics on graphs. It results that on
arbitrary graphs, the more we nest least and greatest fixpoints, the more properties we obtain. In other
words, on the class of all graphs, the fixpoint alternation hierarchy(Σn,Πn,∆n) is infinite, see [3] and [4].
Whereas the low levels have a clear “temporal logic” meaning(Π1 gives safety,Σ1 gives liveness,Π2

gives fairness), the meaning of the higher levels can be understood in terms ofparity games(a formula
with n alternations corresponds to a parity game withn priorities).

The fixpoint hierarchy may not be infinite anymore if we restrict the semantics to subclasses of
graphs. For instance, over the class of alltransitivegraphs (the class known as K4 in Modal Logic), the
hierarchy collapses to the classComp(Σ1,Π1), that is, to compositions of alternation-free formulas, see
[1] and [7]. As another example, it is not difficult to show that on finite trees, theµ-Calculus collapses
to the class∆1 = Σ1∩Π1.

In this paper we are interested in some classes of finite graphs which generalize finite trees and (up
to bisimulation) finite transitive graphs, but are not too far from them. Our classes are characterized by
having strongly connected components (s.c.c.) of size bounded by a finite constant.

Note that:

• every finite tree has all s.c.c. of size one, and

• every finite transitive graph vertex-colored withk colors is bisimilar to a graph whose s.c.c. have
sizek.

In our opinion, the size of the strongly connected components could be an interesting measure of
complexity for finite graphs, analogous, but not equivalent, to the important graph-theoretic notion of
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tree width, see [12], [23] and [14]. Measures of complexity of finite graphs are gaining importance in
the frame ofFixed Parameter Complexity Theory, where many problems intractable on arbitrary graphs
become feasible when some parameter is fixed, see [11].

The purpose of this paper is to determine to what extent the alternating fixpoint hierarchy collapses
on finite graphs with s.c.c. of bounded size. First we give aΠ2 upper bound, which by complementation
becomes∆2 = Σ2∩Π2. Then we show that the∆2 bound is tight, in the sense that already on finite graphs
with s.c.c. of size one, theµ-Calculus does not collapse toComp(Σ1,Π1), that is, to compositions of
alternation-free formulas. The latter can be considered asa level very close to∆2 in the alternation
hierarchy. In fact,∆2 includesComp(Σ1,Π1) (in arbitrary classes of graphs), and the two levels coincide
on the class of all graphs (see [18]).

1.1 Related work

This paper concerns expressiveness of theµ-Calculus in subclasses of graphs, a subject already treated
in previous papers. We mention some of them.

An important theorem in the area (despite it predates the invention of Modalµ-Calculus) is the De
Jongh-Sambin Theorem, see [25]. The theorem considers the important modal logic GL (Gödel-Löb);
this logic, besides being deeply studied as a logic of provability, corresponds to a natural class of graphs,
i.e. the transitive, wellfounded graphs. The theorem says that fixpoint modal equations in GL have a
unique solution. From the theorem it follows that in GL, theµ-Calculus collapses to Modal Logic, see
[27] and [28]. For a proof of this collapse independent of theDe Jongh-Sambin Theorem, see [2]; in that
paper the collapse is also extended to an extension of theµ-Calculus, where fixpoint variables are not
necessarily in positive positions in the formulas.

The work [1] contains a proof of the collapse of theµ-Calculus to the alternation free fragment over
transitive graphs (different proofs of this collapse can befound in [8] and [7], see below); theµ-Calculus
hierarchy is also studied in other natural classes of graphs, such as the symmetric and transitive class,
where it collapses to Modal Logic, and the reflexive class, where the hierarchy is strict.

Recall that [26] characterizes Modal Logic as the bisimulation invariant fragment of First Order
Logic, and that likewise, [13] characterizes theµ-Calculus as the bisimulation invariant fragment of
Monadic Second Order Logic. The work [8] extends the resultsof [26] and [13] to several subclasses
of graphs, including transitive graphs, rooted graphs, finite rooted graphs, finite transitive graphs, well-
founded transitive graphs, and finite equivalence graphs (all these classes except the first one are not first
order definable, so classical model theory cannot be directly applied; rather, [8] uses Ehrenfeucht style
games). An unexpected behavior arises over finite transitive frames: the bisimulation invariant fragments
of First Order and Monadic Second Order Logic coincide, despite µ-Calculus and Modal Logic do not
coincide. These fragments are characterized in [8] by meansof suitable modal-like operators. From
the above results the authors obtain the collapse of theµ-Calculus over transitive frames, as well as the
inclusion of theµ-calculus in First Order Logic over finite transitive frames.

Finally we mention that [7] gives a proof of the first order definability of theµ-Calculus over finite
transitive frames which is independent from the work in [8],and contains a particular case of Theorem
5.1 below (namely, the case of the graphs called “simple” in [7], i.e. such that every s.c.c. has at most
one vertex for each possible color).
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2 Preliminaries on Modal µ-Calculus

2.1 Syntax

The syntax of aµ-Calculus formulaφ (in negation normal form) is the following:

φ ::= X | P | ¬P | φ1∨φ2 | φ1∧φ2 | 3φ | 2φ | µX.φ | νX.φ ,

whereX ranges over a countable setFV of fixpoint variables, andP ranges over a countable setAt of
atomic propositions.

The boolean connectives are¬ (negation),∧ (conjunction) and∨ (disjunction). The modal operators
are3 (diamond) and2 (box).

Finally, there are the fixpoint operatorsµ andν . Intuitively, µX.φ(X) denotes the least fixpoint of
the functionφ (a function mapping sets to sets), andνX.φ(X) denotes the greatest such fixpoint.

Note that negation is applied only in front of atomic propositions. So, not every formula has a
negation. However, every sentence (i.e., every formula without free variables) does have a negation,
obtained by applying the De Morgan dualities between the pairs∧ and∨, 3 and2, andµ andν (the last
duality is given by¬µX.φ(X) = νX.¬φ(¬X)).

Free and bound fixpoint variables, as well as scopes of fixpoint operators, can be defined in com-
plete analogy with First Order Logic (where fixpoint operators are treated in analogy with first order
quantifiers).

The formulas of theµ-Calculus can be composed in a natural way. Letφ be a formula and letP be an
atom ofφ . Suppose thatψ is a formula free forP in φ (that is,ψ has no free variablesX such that some
occurrence ofP is in the scope of some fixpointµX or νX). Then we can replaceP with ψ everywhere
in φ . We obtain aµ-calculus formulaχ which we call thecompositionof φ andψ (with respect to the
atomP).

2.2 Fixpoint hierarchy

Theµ-Calculus formulas can be classified according to the alternation depth of their fixpoints. Formally
we have a hierarchy of classesΣn,Πn,∆n as follows.

First,Σ0 = Π0 is the set of the formulas without fixpoints.

Then,Πn+1 is the smallest class containingΣn∪Πn and closed under composition andν operators.
Dually, Σn+1 is the smallest class containingΣn∪Πn and closed under composition andµ operators.

Note that a property is inΠn if and only if its negation is inΣn, and conversely. In this sense, the
classesΣn andΠn are dual.

Finally, a property is said to be in∆n if it is both in Σn and inΠn.

The alternation depthof a µ-Calculus definable property is the leastn such that the property is in
Σn∪Πn.
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2.3 Graphs and trees

A (directed) graphis a pairG= (V,R), whereV is a set of vertices andR is a binary edge relation onV.
Sometimes we denoteV by V(G) andRby R(G).

Likewise, anundirected graphis a pairG= (V,S) whereV is a set of vertices andS is a symmetric
relation onV. That is,xSymust implyySx.

Note that to every directed graph we can associate the underlying undirected graph, by lettingS=
R∪R−1 (i.e. S is the symmetric closure ofR).

A successorof a vertexv in G is a vertexw such thatvRw. The setSucc(v) is the set of all successors
of v in G. We also say thatv is apredecessorof w.

A path of length nin a graphG from v to w is a finite sequencev1,v2, . . . ,vn of vertices such that
v1 = v, vn = w andviRvi+1 for 1≤ i < n. A descendantof v is a vertexw such that there is a path fromv
to w.

Thestrongly connected componentof a vertexv∈V in a graphG is v itself plus the set of allw∈V
such that there is a path fromv to w and conversely.

For a positive integerk, we denote bySCCkthe class of all finite graphs whose strongly connected
components have size at mostk.

A tree is a graphT having a vertexr (the root) such that for every vertexv of T there is a unique path
from r to v.

Theheightof a vertexv of a treeT is the length of the unique path fromr to v.
A subtreeof a treeT is a subsetU of T which is still a tree with respect to the induced edge relation

R(T)∩U2.

If Pred is a set of unary predicates, aPred-colored graphis a graphG equipped with a “satisfac-
tion” relationRsat⊆ Pred×V(G), which intuitively specifies which unary predicates are true in which
vertices.

One also thinks of the setPowerset(Pred) as a set of “colors” of the vertices ofG, where the color
of v is the set of all predicatesP∈ Predsuch thatP Rsat vholds.

A pointed graphis a graph equipped with a distinguished vertex. Similarly one defines pointed
colored graphs.

2.4 Semantics

Like in usual Modal Logic, the formulas of theµ-Calculus can be interpreted on (colored pointed) graphs
via Kripke semantics. One defines inductively asatisfactionrelation between graphs and formulas. The
clauses of the satisfaction relation are the usual ones for Modal Logic, plus two new rules which are
specific for fixpoints.

A pointed,At∪FV-colored graph(G,Rsat,v) satisfies an atomP if P Rsat vholds, satisfies¬P if it
does not satisfyP, and satisfies a fixpoint variableX if X Rsat vholds.

For the boolean clauses,(G,Rsat,v) satisfiesφ ∧ψ if it satisfiesφ andψ ; and it satisfiesφ ∨ψ if it
satisfiesφ or ψ .

For the modal clauses,(G,Rsat,v) satisfies3φ if there isw with vRwand(G,Rsat,w) satisfiesφ ;
and it satisfies2φ if for every w with vRwwe have that(G,Rsat,w) satisfiesφ .
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For the fixpoint clauses, the idea is thatµX.φ(X) andνX.φ(X) denote sets which are the least and
greatest solutions of the fixpoint equationX = φ(X), respectively.

Formally,(G,Rsat,v) satisfies a formulaµX.φ if v belongs to every setE equal toφ(E), whereφ(E)
is the set of all verticesw such that(G,Rsat[X := E],w) satisfiesφ , and whereRsat[X := E] is the same
relation asRsat, except thatX Rsat[X := E] zholds if and only ifz∈ E.

Dually, (G,Rsat,v) verifies a formulaνX.φ(X) if v belongs to some setE equal toφ(E).

A kind of “global” modalities are2∗φ = νX.φ ∧2X and the dual3∗φ = µX.φ ∨3X. The former
means thatφ is true “always” (i.e. in all descendants of the current vertex), and the latter means thatφ is
true “sometimes” (i.e. in some descendant).

2.5 Bisimulation

Bisimulation between graphs is a generalization of isomorphism, which is intended to capture the fact
that two graphs have the same observable behavior.

A bisimulationbetween two (Pred-colored) graphsG,H is a relationB⊆V(G)×V(H), such that if
vBwholds, then:

• v andw satisfy the same predicates inPred;

• if vRv′ in G, then there isw′ ∈ H such thatwRw′ in H andv′Bw′;

• dually, if wRw′ in H, then there isv′ ∈ G such thatvRv′ in G andv′Bw′.

Two pointed, colored graphs(G,v) and(H,w) are calledbisimilar if there is a bisimulationBbetween
G andH such thatvBw.

Every pointed graph(G,v) is bisimilar to a tree, and there is a canonical such tree, called theun-
folding of (G,v), denoted byU(G,v). The vertices ofU(G,v) are the finite paths ofG starting fromv.
There is an edge fromπ to π ′ if π ′ is obtained fromπ by adding one step at the end. A pathπ satisfies a
predicate if and only if its last vertex does. It results thatthe function mapping a path to its last vertex is
a bisimulation betweenU(G,v) and(G,v).

Like Modal Logic, theµ-Calculus is invariant under bisimulation (in fact it can beviewed as a kind
of infinitary modal logic). In particular, everyµ-Calculus formula which is valid on all trees is valid on
all graphs as well.

2.6 Tree width

In this subsection we define tree decompositions and tree width of an undirected graphG= (V,S).

Intuitively, the tree width of a graph measures how far the graph is from being a tree. Being close to
a tree is a virtue, because many graph theoretic problems become much easier when restricted to trees.

For the benefit of software verification, [21] argues that programs in many programming languages
have control flow diagrams with low tree width (as long as nogoto command or similar is used).

Formally, atree decompositionof the graphG is a pair(X ,T), whereX = {X1, . . . ,Xn} is a family
of subsets ofV, andT is a tree whose nodes are the subsetsXi, satisfying the following properties:

• The union of all setsXi equalsV. That is, each graph vertex is associated with at least one tree
node.
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• For every edge(v,w) in the graph, there is a subsetXi that contains bothv andw. That is, vertices
are adjacent in the graph only when the corresponding subtrees have a node in common.

• If Xi andXj both contain a vertexv, then all nodesXz of the tree in the (unique) path betweenXi

andXj containv as well. That is, the nodes associated with vertexv form a connected subset ofT.

Thewidth of a tree decomposition is the size of its largest setXi minus one. Thetree width tw(G) of
a graphG is the minimum width among all possible tree decompositionsof G.

In this paper, we define the tree width of adirectedgraph as the tree width of the underlying undi-
rected graph. We denote byTWk the class of all finite directed graphs whose tree width is at most
k.

As a first remark, the tree width of a tree is one (the definitionis adjusted so that this is true). In fact,
as a tree decomposition we can take all edges of the tree.

Moreover, tree width does not change if we add or remove loops(i.e. edges(v,v)) to the graph.

Less trivially, we have examples of applications of tree width in the following areas:

• Robertson-Seymour Graph Minors Theory, see [23] and [24];

• Complexity Theory, e.g. the Hamiltonian path problem can besolved in polynomial time if the
directed tree width is bounded by a constant, see [14], wherethe directed tree width is a variant of
tree width tailored for directed graphs.

3 Model checking and parity games

The µ-Calculus model checking problemis the following algorithmic problem: given a formulaφ of
Modal µ-Calculus and a finite graphG, decide whetherφ is true inG.

A kind of games closely related to theµ-Calculus model checking problem isparity games. In fact,
checking aµ-Calculus formula in a finite graph is a problem computationally equivalent (in polynomial
time) to solving a finite parity game.

Parity games can be described as follows. There are two players, let us call themOddandEven. Let
G be a countable graph. LetΩ : V(G)→ ω be a priority function with finite range. Letv0 be a starting
vertex. The two players move along the edges of the graph. On odd positions, playerOdd moves, and
on even positions, playerEvenmoves.

If either player has no move, the other wins. Otherwise, the play is an infinite sequence of vertices
v0,v1,v2,v3 . . ., and we say that playerEvenwins the play if the smallest number occurring infinitely
often in the sequenceΩ(v0),Ω(v1),Ω(v2),Ω(v3) . . . is even. Otherwise, we say that playerOddwins.

A strategyS of a playerPl is a function from finite sequences of verticesv0,v1,v2,v3 . . .vk, where
vk is aPl-vertex, to a successor ofvk. A strategyS of Pl is winning if Pl wins all the play which respect
S .

Parity games can be encoded as Borel games in the sense of Descriptive Set Theory; so, by Martin’s
Borel Determinacy Theorem, see [20], parity games aredetermined: that is, there is always a player
which has a winning strategy in the game.

A strategyS of a player is calledpositional if S (v1,v2,v3 . . .vk) only depends on the last vertex
playedvk.

Parity games are important because they enjoy the followingvery strong form of determinacy:
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Lemma 3.1 (positional determinacy, see [9]) If either player has a winning strategy in a parity game,
then he has a positional winning strategy.

Given that model checking and parity games are polynomial time equivalent, one is solvable in poly-
nomial time if and only if the other is. And given the importance ofµ-Calculus for system verification,
the polynomial time solvability of these problems is a crucial problem in the area.

It is known that the two problems are in the complexity classUP (standing for UniqueP), that is,
the problems solvable in polynomial time by a nondeterministic Turing machine having at most one
accepting computation on each input, see [15]. Note thatUP is a subclass ofNP, and aco−UP bound
follows by complementation.

Several algorithms have been proposed, starting from the first model checking algorithm of [10]; the
working time of this algorithm isO(m·nd+1), wherem is the size ofφ , n is the size ofG andd is the
alternation depth ofφ .

Subsequently, [19] improved the complexity of the Emerson-Lei algorithm toO(m·n⌈d/2⌉+1).

Then we have an algorithm which works “fast” on graphs of bounded tree width (see [21]). Recall
that Courcelle’s theory of monadic second order logic [6] implies that on graphs of bounded tree-width
k, the model checking problem can be solved in time linear in the size of the graph, that is, the time is
O(n). However, the constant hidden in theO (depending on the formula and on the tree width) is large
according to Courcelle’s bound. [21] manages to reduce to timeO(n· (km)2 ·d2((k+1)m)2

), so a little more
than exponential ind,k,m.

For the general case, the best we have so far is a subexponential algorithm (see [16]), and a general
polynomial algorithm is actively searched.

4 Automata

4.1 Parity automata

Since Rabin automata were introduced in [22], tree automatahave been studied as “dynamic” counter-
parts of various logics. For instance, parity automata are expressively equivalent toµ-Calculus formulas,
and can be viewed as a “dynamic” normal form of theµ-Calculus.

There are several equivalent definitions for parity automata, especially differing in the transition
function. We choose the following definition.

A parity automatonis a tupleA= (Q,Λ,δ ,q0,Ω) where:

• Q is a finite set of states;

• Λ = Powerset(Pred) is the alphabet, wherePred is a finite set;

• q0 ∈ Q is the initial state;

• Ω : Q→ ω is the priority function;

• δ : Q×Λ → Dc(Q) is the transition function, whereDc(Q) is the set of all disjunctions of “cover”
operators

cover(q1, . . . ,qn) =3q1∧ . . .∧3qn∧2(q1∨ . . .∨qn),

with q1, . . . ,qn ∈ Q.
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A semantic game (in fact a kind of parity game) can be defined from an automatonA and a countable,
pointed,Pred-colored graph(G,Rsat,v0).

LetV =V(G). Forv∈V, let color(v) the set of the elementsP∈ Predsuch thatP Rsat v. This gives
a functioncolor : V → Λ.

The players are calledDuplicator andSpoiler. Positions of the game are, alternately, elements of
Q×V and subsets ofQ×V.

The initial position is(q0,v0). On a position(q,v), Duplicator moves by choosing a “marking”
function m from Succ(v) to Powerset(Q) which, viewed as an interpretation for the atomsQ over the
graph{v}∪Succ(v), satisfies the modal formulaδ (q,color(v)). Spoilerthen moves by choosing a pair
(q′,v′) ∈ mwith v′ ∈ Succ(v); the new position becomes(q′,v′), and so on.

If ever some player has no moves, the other wins. Otherwise, we have an infinite sequence

(q0,v0),m1,(q1,v1),m2,(q2,v2), . . . ,

and Duplicator wins if in the sequenceΩ(q0),Ω(q1),Ω(q2), . . ., the least integer occurring infinitely
often is even. Otherwise,Spoiler is the winner.

The automatonA acceptsthe graphG if Duplicator has a winning strategy in the game ofA on G.
The languagedefined byA is the set of all graphs accepted byA.

If q is a state of the automatonA, we denote by(A,q) the automaton likeA except that the initial
state isq.

Like in every two player game, ifS is a strategy of either player in an automaton game, the moves
of S can be organized in a tree, called thestrategy treeof S .

In particular, ifS is a strategy forDuplicatoron a graphG, the strategy tree ofS can be represented
as a labeled tree as follows. The nodes are all possible finiteprefixes(q0,v0)m1(q1,v1)m2 . . . (qn,vn) of a
play (ending in a move ofSpoiler) whereDuplicatorusesS , with the node(q0,v0)m1(q1,v1)m2 . . . (qn,vn)
being a successor of the node(q0,v0)m1(q1,v1)m2 . . . (qn−1,vn−1). Thelabel of the node

(q0,v0)m1(q1,v1)m2 . . . (qn,vn)

is the pair(qn,vn).

Since the transition function are disjunctions of covers, it follows that if T is a strategy tree for
Duplicator on a graphG, then the second (vertex) components of the labels of the nodes ofT form a
tree bisimilar toG.

In the following, and in particular in Section 5, we shall need more general automata, where, besides
covers, among the disjuncts of the transition functionδ (q,c) we may also find conjunctions of diamonds:

3(q1)∧ ·· ·∧3(qn).

This kind of automata, however, can be simulated by “cover-automata”, in the following way.
SupposeA is such an automaton.

• First, add a new stateqt with Ω(qt) = 0 andδ (qt ,c) = cover(qt )∨ cover( /0) (notice that, starting
from qt , the new automaton accepts any graph).

• Then, substitute any disjunct having the form⋄q1∧ . . .∧⋄qn with cover(q1, . . . ,qn,qt).
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The new automaton only uses disjuctions of “covers” in the transition function, and is equivalent to
A.

Notice finally that the game of a parity automaton on a graph can be coded into a parity game, hence
parity automata enjoy positional determinacy by Lemma 3.1.This is a good reason to choose parity
automata rather than other, expressively equivalent kindsof automata.

4.2 Weak parity automata

A parity automaton is calledweakif for every (q,λ ) ∈ Q×Λ and every stateq′ occurring inδ (q,λ ), one
hasΩ(q′) ≤ Ω(q). So, along every transition, the priority does not increase. This implies that in every
infinite play, the priority is eventually constant, andDuplicator wins if and only if this eventual priority
is even.

Weak parity automata are expressively equivalent, on arbitrary graphs, to compositions ofΣ1 andΠ1

formulas of theµ-Calculus.

4.3 Büchi automata

A Büchi automatonis a parity automaton whereΩ : Q→ {0,1}. When talking about Büchi automata,
one callsfinal a stateq such thatΩ(q) = 0. ThenDuplicator wins an infinite play if and only if the play
visits final states infinitely often.

Note that a Büchi automaton with conjunctions of diamonds is equivalent to a cover Büchi automaton,
because adding a stateqt with Ω(qt) = 0 to a Büchi automaton produces an automaton of the same class.

In theµ-Calculus fixpoint hierarchy, Büchi automata coincide with the classΠ2.

4.4 coB̈uchi automata

The dual of Büchi automata are co-Büchi automata.

A coBüchi automatonis a parity automaton whereΩ : Q → {1,2}. When talking about coBüchi
automata, one callsfinal a stateq such thatΩ(q) = 2. ThenDuplicator wins an infinite play if and only
if the play visits final states always except for a finite number of times.

In theµ-Calculus fixpoint hierarchy, coBüchi automata coincide with the classΣ2.

5 The upper bound

Theorem 5.1 For every k, every B̈uchi automaton is equivalent in SCCk to a coBüchi automaton.

Proof: let B be a Büchi automaton. LetQ be the set of states ofB. By Lemma 3.1, ifDuplicator has
a winning strategy forB in a graphG of classSCCk, then he or she has a positional winning strategy, call
it Sp.

Let π be an infinite play ofSp. Thenπ must have, from a certain point on, at least a final state
every|Q|k moves. In fact, if this were not true, thenπ would have infinitely many nonfinal subsequences
of size |Q|k+ 1. SinceG is finite, π eventually enters some s.c.c.S where it remains forever. If we
take |Q|k+ 1 consecutive nonfinal moves inS, then sinceS has at mostk elements, by the pigeonhole
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principle there is a repeated pair(q,v), . . . ,(q,v) among these moves. Now ifSpoilerrepeats the moves
he or she did between the two equal pairs above,Duplicator is also forced (inSp) to repeat his or her
moves, becauseSp is positional. So,Sp has an infinite play with only finitely many nonfinal states,
contrary to the fact thatSp is winning forDuplicator in the Büchi automatonB.

Summing up, ifDuplicator manages to have infinitely many final states in a play, then he or she
manages to have final states at most every|Q|k moves, form a certain moment on. This corresponds to
the coBüchi automatonC which we are going to define.

The idea is to playB and to memorize the last|Q|k states of the play.

The alphabet ofC will be the same ofB.

The states ofC will be the nonempty lists of states ofB with length at most|Q|k.

The initial state ofC is the list of length one consisting of the initial state ofB.

The final states ofC will be the lists of length|Q|k containing at least one final state ofB.

Finally, the transition functionδC of C will mimic the functionδB of B while memorizing the last
|Q|k states. Formally, we say that a markingmsatisfiesδC(L,γ) if verifies a formula of the kind

cover(L′q1, . . . ,L
′qn),

where:

• cover(q1, . . . ,qn) is a disjunct ofδB(last(L),γ), and

• L′ = L if L has length less than|Q|k, andL′ is L minus the first element otherwise.

Now if B accepts a graphG then, as we have seen, there is a winning strategySp of Duplicator
where finals repeat every|Q|k times from a certain point on. So,C also acceptsG, with the strategy
consisting of playingSp, and memorizing the last|Q|k states of the play.

Conversely, ifC accepts a graphG, via any winning strategyS ′ of Duplicator, then inS ′, final
states ofB occur infinitely often in every infinite play, soB also acceptsG with the strategy consisting of
taking the last components of the lists ofS ′.

So, the automataB andC are equivalent.
Q.E.D.

Corollary 5.1 For every k≥ 1, theµ-Calculus collapses in SCCk to∆2 = Σ2∩Π2.

Proof: we show by induction onn≥ 2 thatΣn andΠn collapse to∆2. For n= 2, Σ2 is included in
Π2, soΣ2 is included in∆2. Π2 is analogous.

For n≥ 2, considerΣn+1. This class is the closure ofΣn∪Πn with respect to composition andµ ; by
inductive hypothesis,Σn∪Πn coincide withΣ2, soΣn+1 is the closure ofΣ2 with respect to composition
andµ , that is,Σn+1 coincides withΣ2, hence it collapses to∆2.

Likewise, considerΠn+1. This class is the closure ofΣn∪Πn with respect to composition andν ; by
inductive hypothesis,Σn∪Πn coincide withΠ2, soΠn+1 is the closure ofΠ2 with respect to composition
andν , that is,Σn+1 coincides withΠ2, hence it collapses to∆2.

Q.E.D.
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6 The lower bound

Theorem 6.1 There is a B̈uchi automaton which is not equivalent in SCC1 to any weak parity automaton.

Proof: the proof needs some definitions and lemmas.

Definition 6.1 Let F be a predicate (standing for final). Let(G,v0) be a pointed, F-colored graph. This
means that each vertex can satisfy F (in which case we call it an F-vertex) or not (in which case we call
it N-vertex, N standing for nonfinal).

We define the following (parity-like) gameΓ(G,v0) on G. Call PN and PF two players. The positions
are the vertices of G. The initial position is v0. On N vertices, player PN moves along one edge. On F
vertices, likewise, player PF moves along one edge.

If either player has no move, the other wins. Otherwise, the play is infinite, and player PN wins if the
play visits F vertices infinitely often, and player PF wins otherwise (this interchange between players
PN and PF in the definition of the winning condition seems to benecessary for the argument to work).

For convenience, let us say that a graph(G,v0) verifies propertyΓ if and only if playerPN has a
winning strategy in the gameΓ(G,v0).

Lemma 6.1 The propertyΓ is Büchi-expressible.

Proof: consider the following Büchi automatonBΓ.

The only predicate isF, whose negation we denote byN.

There are two statesqN andqF plus an initial stateq0.

We decree thatqF is final andqN is nonfinal (the priority ofq0 is irrelevant, let us decide thatq0 is
final).

Finally, the transition functionδΓ of BΓ is the following:

• δΓ(q0,N) = δΓ(qN,N) = (3qN)∨ (3qF);

• δΓ(q0,F) = δΓ(qF ,F) =2(qN ∨qF);

• δΓ(qF ,N) = δΓ(qN,F) = f alse(the empty disjunction).

Note thatBΓ is equivalent toΓ.

In fact, every winning strategyS for Duplicator in the automatonBΓ in a graphG can be translated
into a winning strategyS ′ for player PN in Γ(G), which consists in choosing any successor of the
current vertex which is markedqN or qF in S (assuming that this current vertex is anN vertex).

Conversely, we translate a strategyS ′ winning for playerPN in Γ(G) into a strategyS winning for
Duplicator in BΓ, as follows.

In a position(q0,v) or (qN,v) , wherev is anN- vertex,Duplicator takes the vertexv′ chosen byS ′

and marks it withqN, if v′ is aN vertex, and withqF , if it is an F vertex.
In a position(q0,v) or (qF ,v) , wherev is anF- vertex,Duplicator marks all successors ofv: with

qN, if the successor is aN vertex, and withqF , if it is an F vertex (notice that, following the strategyS ′,
a play will never reach a position of type(qN,v) for anF-vertex, or(qF ,v), for anN-vertex).

Q.E.D

Corollary 6.1 The property2∗Γ is Büchi expressible.
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Proof: 2∗Γ is the composition of the Büchi (henceΠ2) propertyΓ and of theΠ1 (henceΠ2) formula
2

∗P, whereP is an atomic proposition. SinceΠ2 is stable under composition, the property in question
is Π2, or equivalently, is Büchi expressible.

Q.E.D.

Now we show that there is no weak parity automaton equivalentto2
∗Γ in SCC1.

Definition 6.2 Let W be an automaton. A state q of W is2
∗Γ-winning if for every graph G belonging

to SCC1, if (W,q) accepts G, then G verifies2∗Γ.
A graph Gwitnesses againstq if G belongs to SCC1, (W,q) accepts G but G does not verify2∗Γ (so q is
2

∗Γ-winning if and only if there are no witnesses against q).

Definition 6.3 A finite pseudotreeis a finite graph obtained from a finite tree by adding loops to some
nodes.

Lemma 6.2 Every graph G belonging to SCC1 is bisimilar to a finite pseudotree.

Proof: let G1 the graphG where the loops have been removed. LetG2 be the unfolding ofG, which
is a finite tree. LetH be the graph resulting fromG2 by attaching a loop to any bisimilar copy of a vertex
of G having a loop.H is bisimilar toG and is a finite pseudotree.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 6.3 Suppose W is a (weak) automaton such that the initial state q0 is2∗Γ-winning.
If G is a finite pseudotree, and T is a winning strategy tree of Duplicator for W on G, then all the

states q belonging to a label of T are2∗Γ-winning.

Proof: Suppose by way of a contradiction thatT is a winning strategy tree ofDuplicator for W on
G, but there exists a nodet ∈ T with label(q,v), such thatq is not2∗Γ-winning.

This means that there exists a graphGq in SCC1 which is accepted by(W,q) such that2∗Γ is false
in Gq. Let Tq be a winning strategy tree for(W,q) onGq.

Consider the treeT ′ which is obtained fromT by substituting the subtree rooted int with Tq.

Claim 6.1 T ′ is a strategy tree for(W,q0) on a finite SCC1-graph G′ containing a reachable node g such
that (G,g) is isomorphic to Gq.

Proof: letting mbe the height oft in T, do the following:

• Replace the subree ofT rooted int with Gq, and

• for any nodes 6= t of T with heightm, consider its label(qs,vs) and replace the subtree ofT rooted
in swith the subgraph ofG consisting of the descendants ofvs.

The resulting graphG′ is a graph belonging toSCC1 containing a reachable nodeg such that(G,g)
is isomorphic toGq.

Moreover,T ′ is a winning strategy tree for(W,q0) onG′. This proves the claim.
Q.E.D.

From the claim, we get a contradiction: by hypothesis,(W,q0) is equivalent to2∗Γ, and by the claim,
(W,q0) acceptsG′; on the other hand,2∗Γ is false inG′. This proves the lemma.

Q.E.D.
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FNNNF

Figure 1: The graphG1

Definition 6.4 For all natural numbers k, let n= 2k+1, and let Gk be the graph having as set of nodes
the set

{vi ,vi,1,vi,2, . . .vi,n : 0≤ i < k}∪{vk},

where, for0≤ i ≤ k, the nodes vi are reflexive F nodes, while the vi, j ’s are irreflexive nodes satisfying N.
Moreover, if i< k the graph Gk has arches(vi ,vi,1), (vi,1,vi,2), . . . ,(vi,n−1,vi,n),(vi,n,vi+1).
The root is v0.

Note that all graphsGk are pseudotrees and satisfy2∗Γ.
Before passing to the next lemma, let us defineNloop to be the graph consisting of one reflexiveN

node.

Lemma 6.4 For all h and k with h≤ k, there exists no weak automaton W with h states having a posi-
tional winning strategy tree T of Duplicator on Gk, where the initial state q0 is2∗Γ-winning.

Proof: By induction onk.

Let k = 1. ThenW has only one stateq0, and there exists a winning strategy treeT for Duplicator
on G1 decorated only byq0 whereq0 is 2

∗Γ -winning, thenΩ(q0) is even andCover(q0) should be a
disjunct ofδ (q0,N).

But thenW would acceptNloop, which does not verify2∗Γ, andq0 would not be2∗Γ-winning,
contrary to the hypotheses.

Let k> 1. Suppose there areW andT such thatW hash states withh≤ k andT is a winning strategy
tree forDuplicator in theW-game onGk, where the initial stateq0 is2∗Γ-winning. By Lemma 6.3, we
know that all states appearing as labels inT are2∗Γ-winning.

Claim 6.2 There is a node t∈ T, labeled by(q,v0) or (q,v0,i) for some i, withΩ(q)< Ω(q0).

Proof: Suppose, by way of a contradiction, that all labels(q,v0) or (q,v0,i) in T have the same
priority Ω(q) = Ω(q0). First,Ω(q0) is even because
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(q0,v0)

(−,v0,1)

(−,v0,2)

(−,v1)

(−,v0)

(−,v0,1)

(−,v0,2)

(−,v1)

(−,v0)

(−,v0,1)

(−,v0,2)

(−,v1)

Figure 2: We show the treeT, but for any edge(v,v′) in Gk andt in T labeled(−,v) we only draw one
successor oft labeled(−,v′), whereas there could be many of them.

• there exists an infinite path inT corresponding to the same nodev0, labeled with states having the
same priority ofq0, and

• T is winning forDuplicator in W, which is a weak automaton.

For i ≤ n (wheren= 2k+1), let

Qi = {q∈ Q : ∃t ∈ T labeled by(q,v0,i) },

whereQ is the set of states ofW.
Since allQi are nonempty subsets ofQ which hash elements, and since 2h < n, by the pigeonhole

principle there must be two levelsi < i + j ≤ n with Qi = Qi+ j . Fix q∗ ∈ Qi : we next prove that(W,q∗)
acceptsNloop by constructing a winning strategy treeT∞

q∗ for (W,q∗) on Nloop as follows.
For anyq∈ Qi, consider a nodet ∈ T labelled by(q,v0,i) and the subtreeTq of T rooted int (since

we suppose that the strategy forDuplicator is positional, this tree does not depend ont, but only onq).
Erase fromTq all nodes of height greater thanj. In this way the leaves of the remaining tree are labeled
by pairs(q′,v0,i+ j), for someq′ ∈ Qi+ j = Qi. Change the second component of the labels of all nodes of
the resulting tree tov0,i , and callT< j

q the resulting labeled finite tree.
Now consider the fixed stateq∗ ∈ Qi. We define inductively a sequenceTm

q∗ ,m= 1,2,3, . . . of finite
trees.

• Initially let T1
q∗ = T< j

q∗ ;

• inductively, givenTm
q∗ , for all q∈ Qi+ j = Qi, attach to all leaves ofTm

q∗ labelled by(q,v0,i), a copy

of T< j
q ; call Tm+1

q∗ the result.

The sequence of finite treesTm
q∗ converges, in the usual sense, to an infinite tree. LetT∞

q∗ be the limit.
Notice thatT∞

q∗ is a winning strategy tree ofDuplicator for the automaton(W,q∗) on the graphNloop.
Having proved that(W,q∗) acceptsNloop, we get a contradiction:Nloop is a witness againstq∗, hence

q∗ should not be2∗Γ winning, in contradiction with Lemma 6.3. This proves the claim.
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Q.E.D.

Using the claim above, we see that there is a nodet in T labeled by(q1,v1) for some2∗Γ-winning
stateq1 with Ω(q1)< Ω(q0) (just follow a path from a node labeled(q,v0) or (q,v0,i) with Ω(q)< Ω(q0)
to a node labeled(q1,v1)).

Consider now the automatonW′ which is W restricted to states which are “reachable” using the
W-transition function fromq1. We have:

• if h′ is the number of states ofW′, thenh′ < h, sinceΩ(q0)> Ω(q1) andW is a weak automaton;

• the subtreeT ′ of T rooted att is a winning strategy tree forW′ on the graphGk−1, and from
h′ < h≤ k it follows h′ ≤ k−1;

• (W′,q1) is equivalent to(W,q1), hence,q1 is a2∗Γ-winning state forW′ as well.

From the points above, we easily obtain a contradiction by induction. (As a final remark, notice that
the positionality hypothesis is not necessary, but has beenadded to simplify the inductive step). This
proves the lemma.

Q.E.D.

Now the proof of Theorem 6.1 is concluded as follows.
Suppose for an absurdity that there is a weak automatonW equivalent to2∗Γ in SCC1. Letk be the

number of states ofW. Consider the graphGk. ThenW acceptsGk, so there is a winning strategy treeT
of Duplicator for W onGk, and the initial state ofT is2∗Γ-winning. But this is in contrast with Lemma
6.4. SoW cannot exist.

Q.E.D.

Corollary 6.2 Over the class SCC1 (hence also over SCCk for any k> 1) we have:

• ∆2 6=Comp(Σ1,Π1);

• theµ-Calculus does not collapse to Comp(Σ1,Π1).

7 Conclusions and future work

Let us mention a couple of applications of our results. The first application (of Section 5) is to the model
checking problem:

Corollary 7.1 For every k, theµ-Calculus model checking problem for a fixed formulaφ is quadratic
(i.e. O(n2)) for graphs of class SCCk.

Proof: the algorithm consists in first translatingφ into a Büchi automaton (which takes a time de-
pending onφ andk but not on the graph), and then applying the algorithm of [19]with d = 2.

Q.E.D.

As a second application (of Section 6 this time) let us consider tree width:

Corollary 7.2 On the class TW1, theµ-Calculus does not collapse to Comp(Σ1,Π1).

Proof: Suppose for an absurdity thatµ = Comp(Σ1,Π1) on TW1. Now every pseudotree has an
underlying undirected graph of tree width one. Thenµ =Comp(Σ1,Π1) on pseudotrees. By Lemma 6.2,
every finite graph belonging toSCC1 is bisimilar to a finite pseudotree. So, by our hypothesis and by
invariance of theµ-Calculus under bisimulation, we would have thatµ =Comp(Σ1,Π1) on SCC1. But
this is in contrast with Corollary 6.2.
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Q.E.D.

By the previous corollary, we have a lower bound on theµ-calculus hierarchy on the classTW1,
hence also on the larger classesTWkfor everyk> 1. It would be interesting to come up with anupper
bound onTWkas well, and more generally, to investigate the expressiveness ofµ-Calculus on classes
given by other, algorithmically interesting graph-theoretic measures (e.g. cliquewidth, DAG-width, etc.)
This will be the subject of future papers.
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